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The cover depicts a modernised image moulded around Africa seen at night, 

reflecting a huge and luminous continent, surrounded by a worldwide sea of 

development elsewhere. It portrays an artistic metaphor for the Dark Con-

tinent’s story, one of gradual emergence towards a more promising but still 

uncertain set of complex economic destinies.



Preface

What can explain Africa’s socioeconomic morphology, its economic 

growth and its cyclical performance over long spans of time − 

and are there implications for the future? I could find no satisfactory 

answer to these questions in economics texts read over many years, nor 

amid my Africana collection, nor in the prolific output on the economics 

of Africa from Bretton Woods institutions, banks, think-tanks, writers, 

analysts or media reporting.

There are profound shortcomings in the vast economics literature on 

the continent and within modern formalist economics, which, in the last 

couple of decades, has disconnected from many intellectual achieve-

ments of earlier development economics in Africa. This has moved me 

to consider ideas from the natural sciences, allied to non-linear ideas, to 

better “explain” Africa’s economic saga across space and time during 

the longue durée. Intense worldwide interest in Charles Darwin’s 

centenary stimulated the idea to rethink Africa’s economic shape in 

terms of economic evolution.1

Africa’s economic drama is best understood in the context of the 

continent’s continuously evolving past. This requires appreciation 

of old economic modes still shaping the rude realities of subsistence 

and survival in Africa. Many constructs found today within Africa’s 

economic underbelly are predominantly medieval or pre-capitalist 

structures. They in part support, or even marry with, Africa’s proto-

modernity. Here I do not imply any pejorative connotation to the notion 

of Africa’s “underbelly’: it is Africa’s older world foundations, tradi-

tionalism if you like, that act in defence of subsistence economies 

against the unremitting onslaught of modernity.

While this book weaves an interpretation of the economic evolution 

of Africa, it is not an economic history of the continent. Still less is it 

any econometric or quantitative analysis, or political story, or even a text 
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on policy or attempt to “fix Africa”. It does not forecast growth for years 

to come. Africa’s Future: Darkness to Destiny seeks merely to provide 

a prism to understand Africa’s complex history, giving recognition to 

its varied economic realities and the evolutionary pathways shaping its 

socioeconomic conditions.

With a focus on Africa only, I have not tried (except, on occasion, in 

passing) to draw equivalent comparisons with Europe or elsewhere in 

this explanation of economic pathways from past to present. Nor does 

the interpretation seek to address any of the economic questions, choices 

or trade-offs that so occupy the economics profession. Typically econo-

mists raise quite different issues. Their models, as in econometrics, have 

other aims and are specified typically within narrow, restricted, time-

bound limits.

Here any author should assess past “explanations” for Africa’s 

predicament to answer salient questions confronting the continent’s 

economic origins and future growth path: they include shifting demo-

graphics, poverty and inequalities, nation-state flaws, institutional defi-

ciencies, conflicts and power struggles, past and incipient balkanisation, 

the rising middle-income or social class, emerging corporate power-

houses, Africa’s shifting place in the world economy, and trajectories 

within a changed and competitive 21st century.

!

A word is due on the format, schema, text and ideas in this interpreta-

tion of Africa. A number of maps provide visual images of the themes, 

from the past and present and on the future, discussed in the narrative.

Comments and references to economics literature on Africa are 

found in the Notes, with suggestions on access to a more detailed 

bibliography.

In Chapter 1 the origin of Africa’s earliest economies is portrayed 

in images, to illustrate the long roots etched in the past from which 

the genesis of modernity ultimately sprang. The economic journey 

has been long and tortuous; it took many pathways before evolution 

led to the present. It was only many thousands of years after Africa’s 
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autochthonous economies were installed that the outer world cast its net 

across the Dark Continent to understand and map the outline and inner 

reaches of the continent. This was done slowly, fitfully, with error, and 

on the basis of imperfect knowledge.

Part 1 depicts the original nature of economic existence in Africa, 

its proliferation worldwide and the evolved forms of subsistence that 

developed within Africa. It sketches pathways to the present. Many 

mechanisms of subsistence and survival, from ancient times to now, 

cross-cut by bouts of externally driven exploitative intrusions, make 

up current economic realities on the ground. Numerous transitions 

reshaped economic pathways that constructed Africa’s story. It is one 

of complex adaptive process.

To appreciate this evolution key data on Africa’s numerics are 

presented to explain the economic contours. To understand Africa’s 

economies it is important to know its scalar dimensions, economic 

growth record and comparative performance over time in world terms. 

I have placed Africa’s economies in context from the early common 

era (ce) to today, posing central questions and indicating lessons to be 

drawn from this historical experience. Africa has long fallen behind the 

rest of the world in economic terms. The gap has widened with time as 

it frequently encountered interrupted economic cycles. Accumulation 

of wealth and capital has been a fraught process. There has been no 

quantum leap out of past trajectories, even though economic conditions 

have been more favourable in the past decade. The ideas of economists 

and non-economists need to be seen against these economic parameters. 

Hard-nosed economic measurement allows us to judge contemporary 

myths that underlie projections or futurology passing for certainty about 

the decades to come – many based on ambitious linear growth estimates 

to mid-century, the changing economic matrix and metrics expected in 

Africa, forecast models used by institutions and development drivers 

for the future.

In Part 2 the narrative traces historical threads from the Stone Age to 

Africa’s “discovery”. It initiated an early wave of continental globalisa-

tion. Since mankind’s birth in Africa, nature and ecology have played 

decisive roles across this diverse continent. Hundreds of ecologies have 
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shaped the economic matrix. Nature’s constraints continue to have an 

impact on economies and societies in costs, time, resources, technolo-

gies and survival strategies.

In Part 3 we examine the collage of contemporary economic land-

scapes. Post-colonial Africa was born in an unplanned trauma and with 

a revised composite of diktat and realpolitik that included a changing of 

the guard and the demise of the old − including expiry of the imperial 

mandate with the political rebirth of Africa’s nation-states. While strate-

gies, policies and economic approaches differed, the survival fabric of 

subsistence Africa and its transformed economic shapes remained.

Before looking at Africa’s economic future, Part 4 reviews the quest 

to find out what in the past went wrong. Interpreting knowledge of 

Africa is a cumulative game. In Chapter 11 I discuss selected earlier 

works with the aim of developing summate views from leading texts, 

with no pretension to be exhaustive. Africa’s possible economic trajec-

tories are explored in Chapter 12.

When intuiting the economic future there must be no delusion about 

the naive images and shallow critiques based on Afro-pessimism or its 

counterpart of equally illusionary Afro-optimism. Both are offered from 

time to time in place of rigorous, critical thinking. There is no virtue 

in optimism at the cost of realism. As it was for Machiavelli, ruthless 

objectivity is our best guide. The state of Africa and its economies today 

marks the departure point for the future. We know the past has shaped 

the present: for the future, what do we really know?



1 

Finding Africa

Before we examine the present or explore the future, there are 

images of the past that deserve our attention − notably the matter 

of survival in Africa and the continent’s long history of “discovery”. For 

the outer world this process was long, pieced together incrementally and 

often accomplished with error.

Genesis

Humankind originated in Africa, so the fossil record reveals, and the 

“born in Africa” mould touches humanity across the world. The first 

humans had an economy of sorts. It was from all accounts bare-boned, 

primitive and crude, essentially survivalist.

Imagine nightfall in the Olduvai Gorge in east Africa’s Great Rift 

Valley 2 million years ago, where a small group of our earliest human 

ancestors, Homo erectus, following millennia of evolution as hominoids, 

found shelter in Africa’s primordial frontier savannah. They were very 

few and they knew no others. Some decided to seek new pastures further 

afield. Their material existence was at the most basic level, with survival 

the daily and ultimate ambition. A parting of the ways took place, initi-

ating exodus to unknown parts of the continent.

There were no geographies or maps known to the émigrés beyond 

their own limited range of experience. They trekked away from Olduvai, 

leaving known environs of limited subsistence, to a future unknown 
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elsewhere, starting again as a separate node of the original mode of 

humanity formed at its earliest inception. Some may have been pushed 

by shifts in climate and ecologies; others may even have been lured 

by opportunism or notions about “greener pastures”. Much later their 

descendants reached the shores of the Red Sea and broke out of Africa 

towards the Levant and in replicated acts of migration and discovery 

found themselves in new lands as far as the Caucasus, East Asia and 

elsewhere. Their tools and technologies were primitive. At some point 

they had captured the knowledge of fire, an engine for further economic 

evolution. Their skills in hunting slowly improved. These treks “inside 

Africa” and “out of Africa” shaped the core foundations of local and 

global economies. Economic modes of survival at raw subsistence were 

crafted and groups of our human ancestors found opportunities for 

eking out their living in environments far afield and unknown.

Offshoots from Africa’s economic genesis spread from the continent 

around 700,000 years ago to range over Europe. They diverged in nature 

and physiology to emerge later as Neanderthals, hunter-gatherers in 

radically different climes, adapting to cold and austere conditions. 

Roaming in nomadic bands the Neanderthals sheltered in caves and 

developed specialised tools for hunting, working wood and living off 

animals in the forbidding terrain. Innovation and adaptation marked 

these epic journeys, and while the archaeological and paleoanthropo-

logical records may never be finally settled, in these early roots were to 

be found the origins of modern man’s economies. The use of contempo-

rary genetic history enables us to infer that it was in the cradle of Africa 

that all began, with a common ancestry, an original mode of survival 

and many varied subsequent nodes of socioeconomic existence. These 

subsistence forms changed with circumstance and ultimately gave rise 

to the complex world economy.

In Africa the San peoples dominated south-east central Africa, as 

hunter-gatherers. Their descendants today have been pushed by the 

competitive evolutionary cycle into very restricted zones and different 

ways of living. Understanding their art of tracking, as shown by Louis 

Liebenberg in a masterful account, provides us rare insight into the San 

cultures of economic adaptation and innovation.1
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While the cradle of humanity was Africa, it was a dynamic world 

replete with progressive advances in toolmaking, hunting techniques, 

subsistence drawn from the edges of Africa’s ocean littoral, and with 

evidence of cultural evolution, art and symbolism. Adaptation was the 

essential necessity. The Sahara Desert expanded during Africa’s long 

dry patch, somewhere around 200,000–125,000 years ago, cutting off 

North Africa, while the Kalahari Desert created another barrier. As the 

warm period returned, following evolution, so Homo sapiens again went 

“out of Africa”, once more through the Levant. The surviving remnants 

of mankind in Africa had to confront new threats some 75,000 years 

ago as the savannah dried, cold returned and harsh conditions burdened 

this epic struggle for survival. Around 60,000 years ago, so we are told, 

probably only around 5,000 people remained in Africa. It was innova-

tion and adaptation that allowed their survival through reliance on a 

varied and upgraded set of economic means for existence.2

Meanwhile, the outer world retained little residual knowledge of the 

Africa left behind. It remained like this for many thousands of years. 

Thereafter the slow accumulation outside the continent of knowledge 

about Africa was only pieced together bit by bit. By this stage large 

parts of the rest of the world had moved along different economic paths.

Mapping Africa

I am writing this text in a study at home in front of an enormous 

original map of Africa by A. Arrowsmith, entitled and produced for The 

Committee and Members of the British Association for Discovering 

Interior parts of Africa, rendered on 1 December 1802. It is a magnifi-

cent cartographic insight as to what the outside world then knew about 

Africa – not a lot.

The Maghreb littoral is depicted in some detail, the Great Desert 

less so save for caravan routes, while the Soudan or Nigritia in the 

Sahel belt shows the segmented arenas of old states and suzerainties 

that existed. At the bottom of the Sahel on the frontier edges of sub-

Saharan Africa, the Kumra or Mountains of the Moon are shown to 
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cross from west to east. Below there are vast spaces of terra incognita 

but for the coastal outposts along the littorals of Guinea and old Congo. 

The Cape hinterlands are depicted as far north as the Damaras and the 

country of the Booshuanas, and Madagascar is represented in some 

detail. On the interior edges are places where the Arabs and Portuguese 

had established trading bases in south-eastern Africa. Nearby inland, the 

Mocaranga, west of Sofala and along the southern side of the Zambezi, 

are found enclosed in their kingdom. Most of sub-Saharan Africa is 

shown as a vast blank space.

Many maps I have elsewhere, around 30 of different vintages, tell 

earlier and later tales of the cartography of the times from a wide variety 

of sources.3

The earliest maps appear as rock art “map sketches” in Africa’s 

ancient past over 10,000 years ago, still found in ochre all over the 

Sahara and central-southern Africa and painted even up to 500 years 

ago. Egyptians, Greeks and Romans made maps of what they knew as 

Libya (the term Africa emerging in the late medieval period, derived 

from the allegorical representation for the south-west wind named 

Africus or Afer, after the descendant of Abraham). Partly this might 

have been to differentiate those around the southern Mediterranean from 

Ethiopians, those of “burnt face” from further south, towards Kush and 

Nubia and in the shifting cultures found around ancient Meroe in Sudan 

below the fifth cataract.4

With the Arab conquest of the Maghreb in the 7th century, the 

coastal region became known in Arabic as Ifriqiya. Only around the 

15th century, following Portuguese exploration along the coasts, was the 

term Africa applied to the continent as a whole. Others have argued that 

Africa was defined as “a paradigm of difference”, to serve as an exotic 

prism through which outsiders, mainly from Europe, might reflect 

images of the “other”. Yet as Malvern van Wyk Smith has demonstrated, 

the refracted images of Ethiopians and “others” derived much earlier, 

from Pharaonic Egypt, passing thereafter through into classical times 

by way of Hellenist Egypt around Alexandria and later Roman Africa.5 

The crucible of slaving from Africa to Arabia and later Atlantic destina-

tions settled the word Africa into the lexicon. Later Africans began to 
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appropriate the idea of Africa, initially so done by those in the diaspora 

that could perceive “Africa” because of their removal and remoteness 

from it.

Some believe that Pharaoh Necho II (610–595bce) commissioned 

a Phoenician expedition that sailed into the southern hemisphere many 

centuries before Vasco da Gama rounded the Cape of Storms. This 

claimed circumnavigation of “Libya” might have been a voyage through 

the Red Sea down the east coast below the Tropic of Capricorn. It was 

later to become the foundation of Europe’s African mythography for 

over 2,000 years. Herodotus was one of the first writers to describe 

Africa from travels and discovery, c.489–425bce. Arab cartography 

was equally important, influenced by Ptolemy, and shaped the images 

of later mapmakers. Al-Idrisi (1100–65), a famous Arab cartographer, 

produced a map of Africa north of the Sahara desert, identifying cities 

such as ancient Ghana and Timbuktu and Tecrour on the Senegal River.

There were Chinese maps from the 14th century. One depicts the 

southern peninsular shape of Africa as drawn by Zu Siben (1273–

1397), two centuries before circumnavigation of the Cape by the Portu-

guese. In 1402 the Korean ambassador presented Zhu Di, the Chinese 

emperor, with a map of the world that showed Africa depicted in shape 

but not with accurate proportions. Asia it seems had some fragmentary 

knowledge of Africa.

Then followed medieval Europe’s maps and with the Renaissance 

came maps invoking more details of discovery by the Portuguese, 

Dutch, English and French cartographers. Nicolas Germanus (c.1420–

90) produced maps of Ptolemy’s Geographia and in 1486 mapped 

North Africa quite clearly demarcated. The lands to the south were 

cited as terra incognita, with the east coast described as the Bay of the 

Barbarians. For the first time c.1489–92 the German Henricus Martellus 

showed Africa in a world map, mainly North Africa and the western 

coasts to the Cape, and as far as the Zambezi on the eastern seaboard. 

Others followed to show the land of mythical Prester John, in Abyssinia, 

the imagined kingdom that had long fascinated Europe, drawn in 1573. 

Later maps showed African kingdoms inside the continent. From then 

on cartography on Africa took off.
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Africa
,
s different epochs imprinted the economies of the continent. Romans 

and Phoenicians shaped North Africa. Arabs invaded in the 7th century to 
establish trans-Saharan trade in slaves and gold. Berber and Tuareg societies 
emerged in the Sahara. Migrants from the Bantu heartlands confronted the 
San. Omanis controlled Zanzibar. Jan van Riebeeck landed at the Cape in 
1652. Portuguese established prazos along the Zambezi. West Africa became
known for trading posts and slavery for Atlantic markets.

Ancient Africa
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This all reflected the evolution of knowledge, which advanced in no 

linear fashion. Accuracy improved as well as detail but early maps were 

wildly inaccurate, some fantasies, often drawn second-hand or even 

third-hand from travellers’ reports. The art of mapmaking improved in 

quality over time, as a slow process. The coastline only became well 

known in the 18th century, and the interiors emptied out, shorn of 

mythical creatures. Sextants and compasses entered Africa during this 

age of discovery, while before the age of exploration the continental 

interior became “Darkest Africa”, an empty space. By the end of the 

19th century even these areas had been explored and mapped. Modern 

cartography and space-age mapping finally advanced this revolution in 

the finest detail.

It was only slowly that Africa became “known” to the outside world 

in ways it was not known by its inhabitants, except for the detailed 

knowledge they had long possessed of their own restricted habitats and 

some adjacent territories.


